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WHAT IS SECURITY BY DESIGN (SBD)?
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KEY PRINCIPLES OF 
SECURITY BY DESIGN

‘Security by Design’ (SBD) is a concept in the 
protection of public spaces that promotes the idea 
that security is best achieved if addressed from the 
very beginning of the planning and design of a public 
space. 

There are 4 key principles of Security by Design- 
Multifunctionality; Proportionality; Design Aesthetics; 
Stakeholder Cooperation. 

The concept of SBD is the guiding principle of the 
European Commission's 'Action Plan to Support the 
Protection of Public Spaces' and is also endorsed and 
applied by the SOAR ‘Strengthening the security and 
resilience of at-risk religious sites and communities’ 
programme.

WHY IS SBD
IMPORTANT FOR
PLACES OF
WORSHIP (POW)? 
Terrorist attacks and other malicious acts often 
target public spaces and other unguarded areas 
(soft targets), which include places of worship. POW 
are often easy targets because of their open nature 
and can therefore be high risk. 

Security by Design is a useful consideration for POW 
to enable finding the appropriate balance between 
the efficient protection of religious institutions and 
people, while also maintaining the openness and 
attractiveness of places of worship. 
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There has certainly been a 
documented increase in Places of 
Worship as soft targets, especially for 
thieves and vandals- liturgical items 
are looted, artwork is trafficked, and 
religious buildings are vandalized or 
desecrated. 

This has raised concern amongst faith 
communities and doors/windows are 
now encouraged to be locked outside 
of worship services. 

Places of worship should ALWAYS be locked at night.
This is an uncompromising piece of advice based upon the 
responsibility of society to seek to protect its heritage. 

TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF SBD

Building Facade Protection
Forced entry on to the premises can often be delayed, or even averted, by the building façade which includes 
components such as doors and windows. 

There are two main ways in which Places of Worship can increase their Building’s Protection:

1. Access control
Access control is the selective restriction of access to a particular place, building, room, resource, or installation. 
Authorised access might be controlled using doors, gates, turnstiles, and secure installations such as barriers 
and bollards. Installation of access control may also be a requirement of insurance policies.

There are some basic ways in which access can be controlled and monitored:

Doors/windows secured when building is vacant 
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If event is attended by a limited number of people, locking doors is 
a possibility

This is a relatively simple step but locking main doors and side doors once a religious service begins can 
deter intruders from bursting in mid prayers and can also make the congregation feel more safe and secure. 

Limit points of access 

Electronic access controls 
can be an efficient and 
flexible way of securing 
buildings. Once an 
electronic access control 
system is installed, access 
points can be monitored 
and controlled remotely or 
programmed to operate 
automatically, giving 
authorised personnel 
access to specific facilities 
at certain times.

1Source: https://cie-group.com/how-to-av/videos-and-blogs/access-control-system 
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TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF SBD

Awareness/preparedness
It is advisable for every place of worship to contemplate the threat of violence to POW workers, 
volunteers, and attendees, and consider measures that could be taken to reduce the risk of harm. 
Carrying out safety risk assessments helps to identify hazards and potential action that could be 
taken to reduce security risks.

According to JRC, Risk assessments should follow the following processes:

2. Physical Protection via Doors, Windows, and Glazing2

Windows are the most common points of entry for criminals and are often the target of malicious damage by 
vandals and accidental damage.
It is especially important to protect windows :

• Of a high value

• Where the POW is close to a public road

• That are damaged regularly

Glass can be a dangerous material. When standard annealed glass breaks, it forms potentially lethal shards 
and splinters. An important way to protect windows is to use additional external barriers of laminated or 
polycarbonate sheeting set in well-secured frames. As well as being effective barriers in themselves they do not 
spoil the aesthetic appearance of stained glass in churches, for example.

• Where the POW is obscured from public view

• Where there is high-value property inside the building.

3Source: https://yourhomesecuritywatch.com/advantages-disadvantages-using-laminated-glass-windows/ 

3
2Source: https://www.spow.co.uk/prevention-security/securing-the-building 
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Another option is to use Anti-shatter films which might be easier 
to adapt for existing buildings. Anti-shatter film is self-adhesive.

It sticks to the inside of your windows and once bonded makes 
the glass shatterproof. Anti-shatter films are transparent thus 
offering invisible protection. They are available in a variety of 
thicknesses, providing varying levels of protection. 

SBD UK standards for Windows 
and 
Glazing are as follows4

GLAZING

BS EN 356:2000

Glass in building. Security glazing. Testing and classification of 
resistance against manual attack.

This standard classifies security glazing products into 
categories of resistance to actions of force. Should any Police 
Preferred Specification doorset include glazing, then this 
standard must also be met.

WINDOWS (INCLUDING ROOFLIGHTS & ROOF WINDOWS)

PAS 24: 2016

Enhanced security performance requirements for doorsets 
and windows in the UK. Doorsets and windows intended to 
offer a level of security suitable for dwellings and other 
buildings exposed to comparable risk. It covers doorsets and 
windows of all material types. 

Multi-layered Polyester
Anti-Shatter Film cross section

TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF SBD

4Source: https://www.securedbydesign.com/guidance/standards-explained/windows-glazing 
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DOORS
Doors are natural entrances to any building and offer the preferred means of 
entry to many criminals. Doors should be viewed as the second line of defence, 
after the perimeter.

The effectiveness of a door does not stop at preventing unlawful entry. Large items stolen from places of 
worship are invariably removed via a door. It is equally important, therefore, to ensure that when locked, doors 
cannot be opened from the inside. 

All doors should be substantially constructed with strong hinges and effective frames. The strength of a door is 
only as good as its frame and hinges. 

Any slight movement in the door structure or in the hinge fittings renders the door insecure and should be 
immediately repaired. Good maintenance not only improves physical security but also acts as a deterrent.

5https://www.securedbydesign.com/guidance/standards-explained/doors
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